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ŠKODA AUTO employees take part in GreenWeek  
 

› Volkswagen Group initiative focusing on the circular economy, biodiversity, and 

environmental & climate protection takes place from 19 to 23 September 2022 

› Czech car manufacturer systematically tackles sustainability issues as well as fostering 

interest among its workforce 

 

Mladá Boleslav, 19 September 2022 – ŠKODA AUTO invites its employees to explore 

environmental & climate protection and biodiversity in depth during this year’s groupwide 

GreenWeek. Through specialist presentations and discussion forums, the Volkswagen 

Group’s campaign highlights the central importance of sustainability issues and provides a 

platform for company-wide dialogue on these topics. 

 

Michael Oeljeklaus, ŠKODA AUTO Board Member for Production and Logistics, explains: 

“Sustainability is a cornerstone of our NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA STRATEGY 2030. We’re committed 

to reducing our environmental impact even further in the future, and we’ve set clear milestones to 

achieve this. We’re working hard to meet our ambitious targets and continuously discuss innovative 

approaches with all our employees. GreenWeek offers an ideal forum to review the current 

situation, receive feedback and develop new ideas.” 

 

During ŠKODA AUTO’s GreenWeek from 19 to 23 September 2022, employees of the Czech car 

manufacturer will be able to exchange ideas with experts from across the company as well as 

external specialists. The discussions on current projects aim to identify untapped potential in the 

area of sustainability and to raise awareness of how crucial the circular economy is.  

 

GreenWeek’s diverse programme is geared towards numerous target groups; besides online 

workshops for employees, events for primary schools are also on the agenda. ŠKODA Design will 

also be demonstrating the range of possibilities sustainable materials and technologies offer. In 

addition, the car manufacturer will be providing a detailed overview of the activities at its Czech and 

Indian sites, which are consistently aligned with circular economy principles. Towards the end of 

GreenWeek, the focus will shift to the topics of biodiversity and climate change. An ‘eco-film 

festival’ is scheduled from Tuesday to Thursday. 

 

ŠKODA AUTO combines its sustainability goals in the areas of ‘GreenProduct’, ‘GreenFactory’ and 

‘GreenRetail’ under the umbrella of its ‘Green Future’ strategy. In addition, the company has again 

significantly strengthened its ambitious sustainability targets in its NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA 

STRATEGY 2030. Production at the Vrchlabí plant has been CO2-neutral since the end of 2020, 

and by the end of this decade, the two Czech sites in Mladá Boleslav and Kvasiny as well as at the 

Indian production sites will be manufacturing with net-zero emissions. The carmaker aims to reduce 

its fleet emissions by more than 50% by 2030 compared to 2020.  

 

Aside from GreenWeek, the car manufacturer’s staff are involved in numerous other initiatives 

supporting environmental protection and sustainability every year. For example, the 

Czech carmaker has been a partner of the ‘Clean Up Czechia’ campaign since 2015, and in April 

ŠKODA once again took part in the Volkswagen Group’s #Project1Hour environmental initiative to 

mark Earth Day. Another example of ŠKODA AUTO’s diverse sustainability activities is the ‘One 
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car, one tree’ project. Since 2007, the car manufacturer has been planting a sapling for every 

vehicle delivered in the Czech Republic; the one millionth tree was planted in Mladá Boleslav last 

October. Another example of the car manufacturer’s multifaceted sustainability initiatives is SWAP, 

a public exchange meet for books or clothes. The company also promotes biodiversity around its 

production sites worldwide through numerous additional measures. 

 

On the heels of GreenWeek, ŠKODA AUTO will be taking part in the Volkswagen Group’s 

‘goTOzero weeks’ at the end of September. This involves all of the Group’s brands and 

departments worldwide devoting time to the topics of sustainability and environmental protection.  

  
Further information: 

Tomáš Kotera 

Head of Corporate and 

Internal Communications 

T +420 326 811 773 

tomas.kotera@skoda-auto.cz 

Martina Špittová  

Spokesperson for Production, HR and 

Environment 

T +420 730 862 526 

martina.spittova@skoda-auto.cz 

 

Video and media image: 

 

 

Video: ŠKODA AUTO employees take part in 

GreenWeek  

In a video, ŠKODA AUTO CEO Klaus Zellmer invites the 

carmaker's employees to take part in events on the 

occasion of this year's "Green Week". 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 

 

 

ŠKODA AUTO employees take part in GreenWeek  

As part of "GreenWeek," there will be an opportunity to 

exchange ideas with experts from various areas of the 

company as well as with invited external experts from 

September 19 to 23, 2022. 

 

 

Download                                Source: ŠKODA AUTO 
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ŠKODA AUTO  
› is successfully steering through the new decade with the NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA STRATEGY 2030. 
› aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments 

and additional e-models. 
› is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India and North Africa. 
› currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and SUPERB as 

well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ, ENYAQ iV, ENYAQ COUPÉ iV, SLAVIA and KUSHAQ. 
› delivered over 870,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2021.  
› has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

vehicle manufacturers in the world.  
› independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group. 
› operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacities in China, Russia, Slovakia and 

India primarily through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner.  
› employs 45,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets. 
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